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Details of Visit:

Author: The Joshua Tree
Location 2: West Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Easy to find basement flat no more than a couple of minutes walk from the tube. Discreet entrance
and no issues at all.

The Lady:

Stunningly attractive English girl. Mid to late 20's. Profile says size 12 and I'm in no position to
argue. Lovely friendly personality and manner. Basically an absolute gem.

The Story:

In London with a few hours to kill ahead of an evening engagement and looking to make the most of
the opportunity. Laura's profile pics looked amazing and I booked a couple of days in advance to
secure a meeting.

My first visit to Hod 1 and I seriously underestimated the travel time. 10 minutes to go and I was still
on the tube. Sent a text ahead and was lucky enough to be able to move my booking back 15
minutes. I arrived dead on time for my original time but was a breathless sweaty wreck. Saw Laura
in the lounge quickly as the very attractive and friendly maid showed me to the bedroom and
pointed out the shower. Quick shower and as I was still getting dry Laura came in the room.

Wow she is gorgeous. Lovely figure with some killer curves although Laura isn't a large girl at all.
Dark captivating eyes and I was instantly attracted to her. Quick intro and paperwork out of the way
and we were kissing and caressing straight away. Onto the bed for some OWO which was amazing
before Laura laid down for some RO and I returned the favour. Laura has amazing legs and I could
have stayed there for hours.

On with the protection and several positions including Missionary, Doggy and Cowgirl with kissing
all the time. It was a hot day and we were both tiring (well I was anyway). More OWO in the hope of
a CIM finish but it wasn't to be despite Laura's best efforts. Hand relief for a cum on breast finish but
again not to be. None of this was down to Laura I hasten to add , she was incredible. This was all
down to me arriving late and knackered after rushing to get to the location. Hardly ideal preparation
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for a meeting and I was kicking myself for being so stupid. We chatted for a few minutes and I was
able to appreciate just how naturally beautiful Laura is. It certainly wouldn't take much to fall for her
in a big way.

With time running out I got dressed just as the maid knocked on the door. With another wonderful
kiss and  a quick hello to Anna (wow) who was sat in the lounge I was on my way.

Laura is a naturally beautiful girl, I had a great time and it was a pleasure to meet her. I would love
to return for longer and with better preparation. Thank you for seeing me Laura and I apologise
again for being late.

Positives:
Naturally beautiful girl
Lovely friendly manner and personality
Killer curves
Great Arse and Breasts
Great and enthusiastic kisser

Negatives:
Me being a twat and arriving late
Me being a twat and arriving knackered and breathless
Me being a twat and not booking an hour
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